Hawaiian
genealogy:Stateside
and island resources
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enealogy is embedded in every aspect
of Hawaiian life. From creation
chants to hula to Hawaiian royalty
to the ruling chiefs, Hawaiians have
repeated their genealogy from their arrival on
the archipelago to the current day. By the time
the winds brought them to the Islands, many
cenfuries before Captain James Cook's arrival,
Hawaiians had cultivated a system of oral
history to be recited and eventually recorded for
westerners by individuals like David Malo and
Samuel Kamakau.
Waves of immigration began shortly after
1778, and even as immigration was impacting
the makeup of the peoples of Hawaii, Hawaiians
were emigrating from the islands to westem
states.These migrations shape what is now
Hawaii and also shape the future of Hawaiian
genealogical research.Simply put Hawaiians,
both KanakaMaoli (native Hawaiian) and
otherwise, are everywhere. Every migratiory
every outsider, and every Maoli shapes what
these beautiful Islands are, were, and will be
and impacts the record groups that contain the
valuable genealogical information we seek.
It is believed that there were approximately
250,000native Hawaiians on the Islands when
Captain Cook landed in1778.1In 2000,native
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Hawaiians accounted for 0.3 percent (874,41.4)
the population of the United States;this accounts
for native Hawaiians, other Pacific Islanders,
or combinations of other groups.2By 2010,that
number had jumped to 0.4 percent (7,255,195)-a
{0 percent increasefrom ten years earlier.3
is multiHawaiian genealogy (mo'o-ku'auhau)
lavered. First there are the Hawaiian genealogies
that focus on the creation of the islands and the
ruling chiefs (Ali'i) and have long been the subject
tri anthropological study throughout the many
PolynesianIslands.aThere are also oral histories
passeddown over generations, some recorded
and some not. Then there is the American
*enealogy focus that relies primarily on concrete
records supporting and correlating the traditions.
This article will focus on Hawaiian genealogical
records and resourceg both stateside and on the
islands, and on the arrivals of the many ethnic
groups that have impacted those records.

Historyof Hawaii
The Hawaiian archipelago consists of eight
islands. seven of which are inhabited. Prior to the
arrival of Captain Cook, Hawaii was governed
according to an ancient code of conduct known
as the kapu system. This system influenced
social customs, politics, and the econorny until
1819.By the 1820s,American missionaries were
arriving in droves and the American Board of
Commissioners for Foreign Missions (ABCFM)
rvasestablished.By L839,the ABCFM had
printed the first Hawaiian language Bible.5
This time period proved pivotal to Hawaiian
qenealogicalrecords: translating and distributing
a Hawaiian language Bible meant that Hawaiian
records could now be translated, recorded,
and understood. Less than a decade later, the
Great Mahele,a land division act of 1848,made
it possible for foreigners and commoners to
purchase land, which eventually led to the
rvidespread establishment of sugar plantations.
Along with missionaries and other foreigners,
diseasesarrived, impacting the population
of native Hawaiians, which shrunk from the
purported 250,000at Cook's visit to 71,,000by
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L850.6Even as nafive populations decreased,
plantations built on recently procured land
required a greater number of laborers. This
prompted the arrival of many Japanese,
Chinese, Porfuguese, and other groups after the
prohibition on immigration was lifted in 1850.
The Japaneseand Hawaiian goveffunents formed
a contract to manage these migrations between
1885 and 1894, whlle other groups were ordered
by plantations on an as-neededbasis.
The American occupation of the Islands was
strategic:it influenced military and commercial
control of the Pacific. The monarchy of Hawaii
was overthrown in 1898;by June 1900it became a
territory of the United States.The location of the
Islands was invaluable during World War II, and
in 1959 Hawaii officially became the fiftieth state.
Emigration from Hawaii was influenced by
trading with the Pacific Northwest as early as
1788.?More recently, as cheaper land and labor
have been found elsewhere, the plantation
economy has dried up, leaving many native
Hawaiians and other plantation employees
without work. Over the years since statehood,
groups have moved to the mainland where they
remain today.

Records
InThe Peoplingof Hawaii, Eleanor C. Nordyke
statesthaf "Hawaiians have served as a biological
bridge between the many ethnic groups that have
migrated to the Islands."s lnterracial marriage has
been legal in Hawaii since 1840,which accounts
for the mixed roots.eln 2010,55.9 percent of
native Hawaiians reported multiple races.lO
Birth (hanau) and marriage records for Hawaii
began as early as'J.842,although a majority of
records from before 1900are written in Hawaiian.
Death (make)records were also kept and all were
eventually deposited with the state archives.
Since 1980,vital records for Hawaii have not
been available to the general public, and present
accessibility has been limited even further
following arguments over President Obama's
place of birth.11Indexes for pre-1930records are
available at FamilySearch.org and Ulukau.org.
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More recent records can be obtained if you are a
direct descendant of the individual whose vital
record you are requesting and submit proof, such
as vital records along with a pedigree chart.
Court records are available either at the island
or state level. A majority of these records before
1930are indexed and easily found through online
resourcesthat will be discussed later.
Land records specifically related to the Mahele
are also available online. The original book has
been digitized and can be accessedat the Hawaii
StateArchives websi te, hW.,I I archivesl.dags
.hawaii. go v I gsdUcgi-bin/library. Indexes to these
records are available at island and statewide
levels, and are also available on microfilm from

the Family History Llbrary. Censusrecordsin
Hawaii beganin 1840in someareas.It is also
notablethat, unlike the mainland,an 1890Hawaii
censusstill exists.

Researchstatesideand on the islands
The majority of Hawaiian records are available
online, either as digitized versions of the original
or in indexes. The Hawaii StateArchives has
indexes for the goveffrnent office holders,
Chinese/Japanese/Portuguese
passenger
manifests, land and names. Also available online
are the Mahelebook, tax ledgers from 7847,vital
statistics (Molokai, Niihau, Kauai, and some of
Maui), and judiciary records. The Mahelebook can
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Table1. A comprehensiuedescriptiaepamphlet is aaailableat http:llhawaii.goa/dagslarchiaeslabout-us/CENSUSFA.pdf.
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be accompanied by the Maheledatabaseavailable
at the Waihona Aina website, https://www
.waihona.com/default-ssl.asp,for mgre extensive
research of land use. Two more invaluable
Mahele resources are Jon j. Chinen's The Great
Mahele:Hnwaii's Land Diaision of 1848and Lilikala
Kame'eleihiwa's Natiae Land and ForeignDesires,
which studies the impact of the 1848 opening of
land to commoners and foreigners.
The database of databases for Hawaii is the
Papakilo Database at hW: I I www.papakilo
database.com/main/about.php; partners include
Awaiaulu, the Bishop Museum, DL Consulting
(of New Zealand), Hawaii State Archives,
Ho'olaupa'i, Ka'iwakiloumoku, Pumu Pono
Associates, the Nafure Conservancy, and
Ulukau. The native Hawaiian Cenealogy Society
(NHGsoc.com) and Hawaiian Voyaging Society
(Hookele.org) also have online indexes, articles
and resources to supplement the records.
Chronicling America, http: I I chroniclingamerica
.Ioc.govl, the Library of Congress'sAmerican
newspape r digitrzation effort, includes several
newspapers of Hawaii, both Hawaiian language
and English. The earliest is the Hawaiian Gazetteof
Honolulu, with coverage beginning in 1868;there
are also newspapers for Lihue, Maui, and Hilo.
Several small libraries do not havetheir
own websites, but for local resourcesconsider
looking at the statewide library's website
for information (http://hawaii.sdp.sirsi.net).
Historical and genealogical societiesmay also
have shortened hours or require an appointment
before an in-person visit, so be sure to contact
them in advance. The Hawaii State Archives has
descriptive pamphlets that can be read before
you visit to make you aware of the layout of the
building, proceduret and collections available.
The University of Hawaii in Manoa has the
astounding plantation archives and also has
finding aids onlin e (http :I I www2.hawaii. edu/
-speccoll/m_about.html).
When visiting the islands in persory some
tried and true research practices should be
applied. For instance, if you are looking for one
of the many small family cemeteries, consider
going to the nearest post office to see if anyone
0 1 2. V O L U M E3 8 ,N U M B E R3
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has any information on the location. In smaller
communities,look for local watering holes or
hangouts frequented by elders who you can talk
with about family names that were in that area.
In general, just stay social and receptive and you
might be surprised what you find.

Hanaiand doublenames
Traditional Hawaiian adoptions, or hanai, may
not have been recorded or legally recognized
and could have been based on verbal agreements
between families. When hanai has taken place
and is not noted in the lineage, the lineage will be
disrupted or may omit generations. For instance,
Ned Neki Hind was adopted by his biological
grandparents shortly after birth, was raised by
them, and identified them as his parents in vital
records and censusrecords. Biologically, Ned's
parents were Annie Kaili Hind and Yoshito
Tanaka, but ten days before Ned's birth Annie
was widowed and chose to have her parents raise
the child; Ned believed his grandparents were his
parents. With respect to Ned, the Hind pedigree
has two lineages,thehansi lineage (that he chose
as his own) and the biological lineage.

Exampleof hanaivs. biologicallineage
Biological Lineage: Ned Neki Hind A Annie Kaili
Hind and Yoshito Tanaka ) Robert Hind & Oliva
Makahi
Hanai Lineage: Ned Neki Hind A Robert Hind
and Oliva Makahi
With so many different ethnic groups living
together, intermarrying and having childrery
culfures often blended. A Hawaiian woman
married to a Chinese plantation worker might
give their children double names representative of
both cultures. Hawaiians also tended to have long
names; in a census or vital record they could be
represented by their middle names or sumames
of either parent. "Hawaiian society was and
continues to be based on principles of bilateral
descent, where descent groups are formed by
people who claim each other by connections
made through both their maternal and patemal
lines. Hawaiian kinship terminology does not
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distinguish male and female lines; all the relatives
within a generation receive the same kin-term
without regard to collateral versus lineal or
matrilineal versus patrilineal distinction."12
Be flexible with given names and sumames
when searching for ancestors in records.
Widening searchesfor ancestors'names but
narrowing them down by vital dates and
locations may be the key to locating them in these
cases.

Conclusion
This article has only touched the tip of the iceberg
of Hawaiian genealog/, which is as multi-faceted
as the various record groups both statesideand
on the islands. Some items are not yet recorded
but still exist in Hawaii as part of an oral traditiory
while other items are only available in index
format. Evaluate what you know, what has
been provery and what needs to be found when
approaching Hawaiian genealogy. Remember to
be flexible and open to the directions it may take
you. Be willing to reach out whenever possible to
listen and leam from what is not availab.le online.
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